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Background: Three mutations in the DFNA5 gene have been described in three families with autosomal
dominant non-syndromic hearing impairment. Although these mutations are different at the genomic DNA
level, they all lead to skipping of exon 8 at the mRNA level. We hypothesise that hearing impairment
associated with DFNA5 is caused by a highly unusual mechanism, in which skipping of one specific exon
leads to disease that is not caused by other mutations in this gene. We hypothesise that this represents a
very specific ‘‘gain of function’’ mutation, with the truncated protein exerting a deleterious new function.
Methods: We performed transfection experiments in mammalian cell lines (HEK293T and COS-1) with
green fluorescent protein (GFP) tagged wildtype and mutant DFNA5 and analysed cell death with flow
cytometry and fluorescence microscopy.
Results: Post-transfection death of HEK293T cells approximately doubled when cells were transfected with
mutant DFNA5–GFP compared with wildtype DFNA5–GFP. Cell death was attributed to necrotic events
and not to apoptotic events.
Conclusion: The transfection experiments in mammalian cell lines support our hypothesis that the hearing
impairment associated with DFNA5 is caused by a ‘‘gain of function’’ mutation and that mutant DFNA5
has a deleterious new function.

FNA5 was first identified in an extended Dutch family
that long remained the only family in which a
mutation in DFNA5 was discovered.1 This changed very
recently, with the description of a Chinese family and a
second Dutch family with mutations in the DFNA5 gene.2 3
The hearing loss in the three families is similar: progressive,
non-syndromic, sensorineural, and starting in the high
frequencies. The age of onset differs slightly, ranging from
0 to 40 years in the newly described Dutch family, over 5 to
15 years in the original Dutch family, and from 7 to 30 years
in the Chinese family.1–3 The mutations in DFNA5 that lead to
this hearing loss are diverse: a complex insertion–deletion
mutation in intron 7, a deletion of three nucleotides in the
polypyrimidine tract of intron 7, and a nucleotide substitution in the splice acceptor site of intron 7 (fig 1).1–3 Most
interestingly, however, at the mRNA level, all of these
mutations lead to skipping of exon 8, which indicates that
this particular event only might cause hearing impairment. It
cannot be a coincidence that, despite being different at the
level of DNA, all three currently known mutations of DFNA5
lead to skipping of exon 8. Mutations in other parts of DFNA5
might have no clinical effect at all or might result in a
completely different phenotype. The fact that skipping of one
specific exon in a gene leads to a particular monogenic
phenotype that is not caused by other mutations in this gene
is a highly unusual finding and, to the best of our knowledge,
is unprecedented.
Previously, we had assumed that hearing impairment in
the Dutch family was due to haploinsufficiency. This
assumption resulted from studies in a mouse model that
was generated by the deletion of exon 8 by targeted
recombination in embryonic stem cells to mimic the human
mutation. The presence of aberrant mRNA was shown by
reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (PCR) in this
mouse model. No protein could be detected in homozygous
DFNA5–/– mice with Western blotting, however, which
indicates that the aberrant mRNA probably was destroyed

through nonsense mediated decay or, alternatively, that the
aberrant protein was unstable (unpublished data). It was
tempting to speculate that an identical process occurs in
affected family members; however, the observation that most
probably only skipping of exon 8 leads to hearing impairment
is not in line with the haploinsufficiency hypothesis and
points towards a ‘‘gain of function’’ mutation.
In contrast with mouse aberrant mRNA, human aberrant
mRNA might escape detection by the nonsense mediated
decay machinery. A possible reason for this escape might be
the presence of the premature termination codon in the final
part of the protein; DFNA5 contains only 10 exons. The reason
for this difference in detection between humans and mice is
unclear. Human aberrant mRNA might get translated, which
introduces an aberrant stretch of 41 amino acids after amino
acid 330, which could lead to a new protein product that
might display a different function from its wildtype counterpart. A first line of evidence for a deleterious new function of
human mutant DFNA5 was gained very recently with a yeast
model for the study of human DFNA5. Gregan et al showed
that the expression of human mutant DFNA5 in yeast cells
caused loss of viability of the yeast cells, while expression of
human wildtype DFNA5 did not harm the yeast cells.4 Further
proof for our hypothesis was gathered during the transfection
experiments described below.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Cell cultures
We grew HEK293T cells and COS-1 cells in Dulbecco’s
modified Eagle’s medium with 4500 ml/l glucose (Invitrogen,
San Diego, CA, USA) supplemented with 15% (volume/
volume) fetal calf serum (Invitrogen, San Diego, CA, USA),
100 U/ml penicillin, 100 mg/ml streptomycin (Invitrogen, San
Diego, CA, USA), and 2 mM L glutamine (Invitrogen, San
Diego, CA, USA) in a humidified atmosphere of 5% carbon
dioxide at 37˚C.
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Generation of human wildtype and mutant DFNA5–
green fluorescent protein (GFP) constructs
We cloned mRNA of human wildtype and mutant DFNA5 by
PCR into pEGFP-N1 (Clontech, BD Biosciences, Palo Alto,
CA, USA) with the Advantage cDNA PCR kit (Clontech,
BD Biosciences, Palo Alto, CA, USA) and the primers
59-CGGGCCCGGGATCCAATGTTTGCCAAAGCAACCAGG-39
and 59-CGGTGGATCCCGTGAATGTTCTCTGCCTAAAGC-39 for
wildtype DFNA5 and 59-AAGCTTCGAATTCTGATGTTTG
CCAAAGCAACCAGG-39 and 59-CGGTGGATCCCGAGGTT
GGGTCTTCAAGATCAG-39 for mutant DFNA5. The PCR
reaction consisted of 5 minutes of denaturation at 94˚C,
30 cycles of 1 minute denaturation at 94˚C, 1 minute of
annealing at 55˚C, a 2 minute extension at 72˚C for wildtype
DFNA5 or a 1 minute extension at 72˚C for mutant DFNA5,
and a 10 minute extension at 72˚C. Templates for the PCR
reactions were the previously described human full length
and mutant DFNA5 clone, respectively.4 Before ligation, PCR
fragments and pEGFP-N1 vector were digested with BamHI
or double digested with BamHI and EcoRI for wildtype
DFNA5 and mutant DFNA5, respectively. We sequenced
inserts completely bidirectionally to exclude the introduction
of cloning errors.
Transfection experiments
For confocal microscopy, we cultivated both cell lines on
sterile cover slides (12 mm diameter; 0.13–0.17 mm) in
60 mm tissue culture dishes with about 26105 cells per dish
at 37˚C and 5% carbon dioxide for 18–24 hours. We incubated
transfection solutions that contained no DNA (for mock
transfected cells), 500 ng DNA (for transfections with wildtype DFNA5–GFP, mutant DFNA5–GFP, or empty vector
indicated with GFP) for HEK293T cells, or 1 mg DNA for COS1 cells; 12 ml Lipofectamine reagent (Invitrogen, San Diego,
CA, USA); and 500 ml Optimem 1 (Invitrogen, San Diego, CA,
USA) for 30 minutes at 37˚C. We rinsed the cover slides twice
in Optimem 1. After we added another 2 ml of Optimem 1 to
the transfection solution, we incubated the cells in the
transfection solution for 6 hours at 37˚C in 5% carbon
dioxide. Subsequently, we incubated the cover slides in
normal growth medium for 18–24 hours. We visualised GFP
fluorescent cells with a Zeiss CLSM 510 confocal laser
scanning microscope (Zeiss, Göttingen, Germany) equipped
with an argon laser (excitation, 488 nm).
For flow cytometry, we grew and transfected cells directly
in tissue culture dishes under similar conditions as described
above. After 18–24 hours of incubation, we harvested culture
medium containing floating cells. We harvested adherent
cells by trypsinisation (trypsin–ethylene diamine tetraacetic
acid, Invitrogen, San Diego, CA, USA), pooled them with the
floating cells, and centrifuged them for 10 minutes at
1400 rpm to remove culture medium. We resuspended the
cell pellet in 500 ml of sterile phosphate buffered saline and
0.1% bovine serum albumin. Before flow cytometric analysis,
we added 1 mg/ml ethidium bromide to the cells and analysed
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GFP expression and viability (measured by exclusion of
ethidium bromide) on a FACScan analytical flow cytometer
(BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA) with CELLQuest
software (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA).
Double staining with Hoechst 33342 and ethidium
bromide
Twenty-four hours after transfection, we incubated cells with
5 mg/ml of Hoechst 33342 and ethidium bromide. We
incubated cells for 15 minutes at 37˚C in 5% carbon dioxide.
We then scored cells with a Fluovert fluorescence microscope
according to the following criteria: viable cells displayed a
faint blue (Hoechst 33342) fluorescent staining, apoptotic
cells an intense blue staining in combination with the
presence of apoptotic bodies, necrotic cells a red (ethidium
bromide) staining, and secondary necrotic cells (or late
apoptotic cells) a red staining in the presence of apoptotic
bodies.5
Statistical analysis
We tested differences between transfections with wildtype or
mutant DFNA5 with x2 statistics if at least 80% of the
expected values exceeded five and all the expected values
exceeded one. If the expected values did not meet these
criteria, we added the least frequent values and applied x2
statistics to the resulting figures. In case the addition of
infrequent values resulted in a two by two table, we used
Yates’s correction for continuity. We calculated statistics with
SigmaStat software (version 2; Jandel Corporation, San
Rafel, CA, USA).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Further evidence for our hypothesis that human mutant
DFNA5 might exert a deleterious new function was gathered
during experiments originally initiated to elucidate the
subcellular localisation of wildtype and mutant DFNA5.
PSORTII predicted the most probable subcellular localisation
for DFNA5 to be cytoplasmic,6 while prediction of transmembrane regions with PSORTII and Tmpred (http://
www.ch.embnet.org/software/TMPRED) resulted in a varying
number of transmembrane regions with relatively low scores.
Although the most probable subcellular localisation for
mutant DFNA5 remained cytoplasmic, a high scoring
transmembrane region was predicted in the aberrant tail of
the mutant DFNA5 protein.
To test these predictions experimentally, we tagged wildtype and mutant DFNA5 with GFP and transfected constructs
into COS-1 and HEK293T cell lines. Wildtype DFNA5–GFP
was distributed smoothly in the cytoplasm, while mutant
DFNA5–GFP was localised in the cytoplasm in a granular
manner in HEK293T cells (fig 2A) and in COS-1 cells (data
not shown). In addition to its cytoplasmic localisation,
mutant DFNA5–GFP seemed to be associated with the plasma
membrane in HEK293T cells, especially in cells with an
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Figure 1 Representation of the three different DFNA5 mutations in intron 7. The original Dutch mutation (Dutch 1) deletes a 1189 bp fragment and
inserts a 127 bp fragment from intron 8 in the opposite direction followed by a GCCCA stretch from unknown origin. The assumed cause of exon 8
skipping is the deletion of five intronic G triplets, represented by XGGG.1 The Chinese mutation deletes one of three CTT repeats in the polypyrimidine
tract.2 Finally, the new Dutch mutation (Dutch 2) is a C.G substitution in the intron–exon border consensus sequence.3 The putative ‘‘adenine for lariat
formation’’ in the branch point consensus sequence is indicated with an asterisk.
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unhealthy appearance (a more circular shape rather than a
stretched shape and with cell blebbing) (fig 2A). This
phenomenon was not seen in COS-1 cells (data not shown).
The plasma membrane associated localisation of mutant
DFNA5–GFP in HEK293T cells might indicate that the
predicted high scoring transmembrane region in the aberrant
tail is functional or that mutant DFNA5 associates with a
membrane protein. The latter might be present in HEK293T
cells but absent in COS-1 cells. Alternatively, membrane
associated localisation of mutant DFNA5–GFP might only be
detected in the presence of high concentrations of mutant

protein that might never be reached with the current
transfection conditions for COS-1 cells. Overall, transfections
with mutant DFNA5–GFP seemed less efficient than those
with wildtype DFNA5–GFP, and fluorescence always was
weaker.
In view of the results obtained in yeast cells and the
fluorescence microscopy results described above,4 we
assumed that our observations might be the result of the
cell death of mutant DFNA5–GFP transfected cells. This
hypothesis was confirmed with flow cytometry (fig 2B and
table 1). Even when we took into account cell death because
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Figure 2 Transfection experiments in HEK293T cells. Twenty-four hours after transfection, we (A) subjected HEK293T cells to fluorescence and
confocal microscopy or (B) trypsinised them and studied them in the presence of ethidium bromide with FACScan flow cytometry. In the dot plots, the
lower left quadrant represents viable GFP– cells, the lower right viable GFP+ cells, the upper left dead GFP– cells, and the upper right dead GFP+ cells.
Similar results were obtained with COS-1 cells (data not shown). Table 1 gives the percentages of different cell counts on the basis of the number of dots
in the quadrant analysis.
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Table 1 Cell counts on the basis of the number of dots in quadrant analysis for HEK293T and COS-1 cells*

HEK293T
Untransfected cells
Mock transfected cells
500 ng DFNA5–GFP
500 ng mutant DFNA5–GFP
COS-1
Untransfected cells
Mock transfected cells
1 mg DFNA5–GFP
1 mg mutant DFNA5–GFP

Dead (%)

GFP–

GFP+

Total

GFP–

GFP+

Total

87.88
72.47
15.09
16.92

0.00
0.13
53.71
6.87

87.88
72.60
68.80
23.79

12.10
26.30
20.26
32.59

0.02
1.10
10.94
43.62

12.12
27.40
31.20
76.21

95.09
92.55
79.16
84.74

0.01
0.09
11.27
4.56

95.10
92.64
90.43
89.30

4.87
7.17
8.63
9.11

0.03
0.19
0.94
1.59

4.90
7.36
9.57
10.70

*In total, 104 cells were analysed with CELLQuest software. Numbers are deduced from one representative experiment out of two experiments (dot plots are shown
in fig 2B). With x2 statistics, p values of ,0.001 and 0.171 were calculated in HEK293T and COS-1 cells, respectively, for the differences between transfections
with wildtype DFNA5–GFP and mutant DFNA5–GFP for the experiment represented in table 1 and fig 2. The second experiment gave p values of ,0.001 and
0.027, respectively.

of trypsinisation (12% in HEK293T cells and 5% in COS-1
cells) and lipofectamine (another 15% in HEK293T cells and
2% in COS-1 cells, the percentage of dead HEK293T cells was
significantly higher in cells transfected with mutant DFNA5–
GFP than in cells transfected with wildtype DFNA5–GFP
(table 1). In COS-1 cells, the effect was less obvious. This
might be because of a reduced transfection efficiency (12%
compared with 65% in HEK293T cells, as deduced from
wildtype DFNA5–GFP transfections), which was even lower
when mutant DFNA5–GFP was used (6%) (table 1). In
general, COS-1 cells seemed to be more resistant to stress
factors, including trypsinisation and lipofectamine, and more
reluctant to uptake mutant DFNA5–GFP. The ratio of GFP+
dead cells to GFP+ viable cells in mutant DFNA5–GFP
transfected COS-1 cells (0.35) was still significantly higher,
however, when compared with that for COS-1 cells transfected with wildtype DFNA5–GFP (0.08). Cell death attributed to mutant DFNA5–GFP thus was seen in both cell lines.
As DFNA5 has been implicated in signalling pathways that
lead to apoptosis,7 we investigated whether the observed cell
death was the consequence of apoptotic or necrotic events
with a double staining procedure with Hoechst 33342 and
ethidium bromide. Viable cells displayed a faint blue
(Hoechst 33342) fluorescent staining, apoptotic cells an
intense blue staining in combination with the presence of
apoptotic bodies, necrotic cells a red (ethidium bromide)
staining, and secondary necrotic cells (or late apoptotic cells)
a red staining in the presence of apoptotic bodies (fig 3 and
table 2). Table 2 clearly shows that the number of necrotic
cells was significantly higher in cells transfected with mutant

DFNA5–GFP, while the number of apoptotic cells remained
stable. Again, the results were less significant in COS-1 cells.
Protein overexpression after transfection of cells hardly is
comparable to physiological circumstances. Massive cell
death thus is unlikely to occur in vivo in carriers of DFNA5
mutations. At low physiological levels of expression, mutant
DFNA5 is more likely to display a toxic effect on cells without
killing them immediately, instead rendering them more
susceptible to certain stress factors or ageing. Hearing loss
associated with DFNA5 could be caused by the same
pathological mechanisms as age related hearing loss.
Indeed, phenotypically, they are alike: both start at the high
frequencies and are progressive, sensorineural, and bilateral.
The main difference is the age at onset. A model that possibly
resembles the in vivo situation more closely might be that of
a transgenic mouse that expresses human mutant DFNA5 at
physiological levels. Such a model might be a good way to
study pathological mechanisms that lead to hearing loss.
Expression of DFNA5 was detected at low levels in every
tissue investigated so far (reference 1 and unpublished
results). If cell death occurred in every tissue that expressed
DFNA5, a lethal phenotype would be expected in mutation
carriers. Affected people show progressive hearing impairment as the only recognisable clinical characteristic. Cochlear
cells may be much more sensitive to the deleterious actions of
mutant DFNA5 because the latter might interact with cellular
components that are expressed only in cochlear cells.
Whether these cellular components also are involved in
normal DFNA5 activity or part of completely different
pathways remains to be elucidated.

Figure 3 Hoechst 33342 and ethidium bromide double staining of transfected HEK293T cells. Twenty-four hours after transfection, cells were double
stained with Hoechst 33342 and ethidium bromide, after which they were scored by fluorescence microscopy. Representative pictures were chosen for
this figure, so only viable (blue) cells and necrotic (red) cells can be seen. No apoptotic or late apoptotic cells are present in the represented fields.
Similar results were obtained with COS-1 cells (data not shown). Table 2 gives the percentages of the different cell counts.
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Table 2 Hoechst 33342 and ethidium bromide double staining of transfected HEK293T and COS-1 cells*
Viable (%)

Apoptotic (%)

Late apoptotic (%)

Necrotic (%)

98.44
86.96
79.22
79.10
38.40

0.78
0.69
0.65
0.45
1.40

0.33
0.23
0.86
0.67
0.25

0.45
12.13
19.28
19.78
59.96

99.69
96.90
97.03
98.04
93.71

0.18
0.84
1.31
0.54
0.88

0.14
0.18
0.21
0.00
0.22

0.00
2.09
1.45
1.43
5.19

*Percentages are the mean of two experiments. Each experiment consisted of two separate counts of at least one field with a minimum of 100 cell counts. With
x2 statistics, p values of ,0.001 and 0.279 were calculated in HEK293T and COS-1 cells, respectively, for the differences between transfections with wildtype
DFNA5–GFP and mutant DFNA5–GFP.
Typical transfection efficiencies for these experiments can be deduced from table 1.

Toxic protein alterations are not uncommon. They are
implicated in the pathology of various neurodegenerative
diseases, such as Alzheimer’s disease (b-amyloid precursor
protein), Parkinson’s disease (a-synuclein), motor neurone
disease (copper–zinc superoxide dismutase), and retinitis
pigmentosa (rhodopsin).8–11 The polyglutamine expansion
disorders, including Huntington’s disease, several forms of
spinocerebellar ataxia, and dentatorubral and pallidoluysian
atrophy, comprise a particular group of neurodegenerative
disorders that also are thought to be caused by toxic gain of
function mechanisms.12–14 Besides Alzheimer disease, various
other types of amyloidosis (involving various protein deposits
including fibrinogen, apolipoprotein A-1, prion protein,
transthyretin, gelsolin, cystatin C, and lysozyme) also are
caused by toxic effects of mutated proteins.15 16 The toxic
effect in amyloidosis and Parkinson’s disease seems to be
accomplished by the conversion of wildtype protein into toxic
precursors or waste products, or both, that accumulate and
aggregate to form inclusions that slowly poison cells and
tissues. As we saw a granular appearance of mutant DFNA5–
GFP localised in transfected cells, aggregation of mutant
protein might also be part of the pathological mechanisms of
mutant DFNA5.
Direct cell death seems to be rare, but few examples exist.
In a Caenorhabditis elegans model of late onset neurodegeneration, dominant mutations in mec-4 (mechanosensory abnormal) induced vacuolar swelling and lysis of specific neurons,
which caused degeneration of the touch receptor.17
Truncations of athrophin-1, the protein involved in dentatorubral and pallidoluysian atrophy, altered the ability of the
protein to shuttle between the nucleus and the cytoplasm,
which led to abnormal nuclear localisation and subsequent
cell toxicity.12 In addition, numerous other examples of
reported mislocalisations of certain proteins as part of the
pathological mechanisms can be found in the literature. We
observed an abnormal localisation to the plasma membrane
in HEK293T cells transfected with mutant DFNA5. This
mislocalisation could form an important part of the
pathogenesis of mutant DFNA5. On the other hand, abnormal
localisation of mutant DFNA5 to the plasma membrane might
be only a secondary effect that is part of the necrotic process
caused by the toxic action of mutant DFNA5, during which
aggregated proteins might be directed inappropriately
towards the plasma membrane just before the cell dies. At
this moment, to distinguish between cause and effect is
impossible.
Conclusion
Several lines of evidence suggest that mutant DFNA5 exerts a
deleterious new function through a unique mechanism of

skipping a specific exon. Transfection experiments in
mammalian cell lines provided additional support for this
hypothesis, as cell death after transfection approximately
doubled in HEK293T cells. Cell death was attributed to
necrotic events and not to apoptotic events. Further experiments are needed to elucidate the exact pathological
mechanisms that lead to cell death in cells transfected with
mutant DFNA5. These experiments might shed light on the
pathology that leads to hearing loss in families with DFNA5
mutations.
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